
Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528) — 
painter, print-maker and author of 
books on mathematics, perspective 

and other aspects of applied science — has 
been a magnet for art historians since his 
youth. Nearly 11,000 books and articles 
have been written about him and his works. 
Is there anything left to say?

Yes, thanks to a three-year grant from the 
German government, which has funded an 
unusual collaboration between art histori-
ans and scientists at the German National 
Museum in the artist’s hometown, Nurem-
berg. The scientists used infrared reflect-
ography systematically to look beneath 
the surface of Dürer’s paintings around the 
world, and revealed that the levels of detail 
in the underdrawings vary, both within 
and between paintings. Their insights now 
inform the museum’s latest blockbuster exhi-
bition, The Early Dürer. The art historians 
involved speculate that the Renaissance man’s 
main ambition was to be an art theorist. 

The son of an immigrant goldsmith, 
Dürer quickly emerged as a force to rival his 
contemporary, Leonardo da Vinci. Venetian 
painter Giovanni Bellini is said — perhaps 
apocryphally — to have asked Dürer for the 
brush with which he crafted his startlingly 
realistic beards, with their individual hairs. 
Dürer gave him an ordinary brush; it was his 
skill that was extraordinary.

But geographically distanced from the 
major centres of European art in Italy and 
the Netherlands, how did Dürer develop his 
painterly skills? Was he primarily a business-
man generating brilliant prints for cash, or 
a selfless genius in the service of art? Was 
this prolific self-portraitist, who signed his 
works with a curious monogram, really an 
egomaniac? The research project provided 
no conclusive answers to the many open 
questions, but did generate a horde of facts 
for art historians to chew over. 

In 2009, the scientists packed up their 
mobile infrared-reflectography machine for 
a tour of Dürer’s early paintings in 20 muse-
ums and private collections in Europe and 
the United States. 
Until then, art his-
torians had made 
much of the scraps 
of  underdrawing 

revealed by thinning patches of paint or 
partial infrared analysis. But this system-
atic analysis of 45 paintings shows that the 
underdrawings don’t actually reveal much 
about Dürer’s artistic development. 

What they do reveal is the extreme effort 
that Dürer put into the works he did not 
intend to sell — such as his self-portraits — 
in comparison with the works that he did 
under commercial contract. The detailed 
underdrawings of his self-portraits indicate 
his attempts to push the boundaries of artis-
tic technique. The curators speculate that the 
self-portraits — the last completed when he 
was just 28 — represent his early, innovative 
striving for perfection. He may, they posit, 
have generated his large body of commercial 
artworks, with their varying levels of work-
manship, to gain economic freedom to carry 
through his great ambitions in art theory. 
Dürer had planned a series of ten volumes 
on art theory, but died before he could finish 
the task. ■
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R E N A I S S A N C E  A R T

Puzzles beneath 
Dürer’s paint
Alison Abbott assesses an infrared analysis that could 
point to the artist’s real ambitions.
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as Frankel, who within a few weeks or 
months manage to understand scientific 
problems and solutions, and ‘translate’ 
them visually to communicate important 
structures and dynamics to a large audi-
ence. Although the concrete examples are 
helpful, their complexity and diversity 
makes it hard to extract general strate-
gies for effective visualization design. A 
glossary would have helped to define the 
terminology used. 

As admirable as all these guides — 
including Frankel and DePace’s — are, 
what is really needed is a general theory 
for the effective teaching and usage of 
graphical methods. It might be time for 
another round of US National Science 
Foundation workshops or Image and 
Meaning events (www.imageandmean-
ing.org), which bring together scientists, 
writers and visual communicators to 
develop and share improved methods of 
communicating scientific results through 
images and visual representations.

Such a theory would build on a range 
of sources, such as 
William Playfair’s 
1786 publication 
The Commercial 
and Political Atlas, 
Jacques Bertin’s 1967 
Semiology of Graph-
ics: Diagrams, Net-
works, Maps, John 
Turkey’s practical 
epistemology, Bill 
Cleveland’s com-
bination of statistical and experimental 
evidence, Edward Tufte’s many exam-
ples of “beautiful evidence”, and Leland 
Wilkinson’s The Grammar of Graphics 
(Springer, 2000). It would draw from psy-
chology, cartography, statistics and other 
sciences that use data analysis, visualiza-
tion, graphic design and illustration. 

That theory might in turn become 
the basis for a ‘visualization design 
cookbook’. Taking the reader’s informa-
tion needs as input, this would output a 
‘shopping list’ of relevant data sets, tools 
and workflows; detail and exemplify each 
data analysis and visualization step; show 
pictures of the anticipated end result; 
point out major challenges; and provide 
suggestions on how best to meet them. 
Then, all you would have to do is find the 
best ‘recipe’, follow the instructions, make 
and interpret the visualizations — and 
the power would be with you. ■
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“Given the 
importance 
of imagery 
in science, it 
is surprising 
that few 
scholars 
are trained 
in graphic 
design.”
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BOOKS & ARTS COMMENT

Albrecht Dürer’s Self-Portrait (1500) was a 
private attempt to stretch the limits of technique.
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